Dear Valued ASNB Customer,

With effect from March 1st, 2016, the total cash investment is limited to RM50,000 per day in all ASNB unit trust products for each customer at all ASNB branches and ASNB agents. This is a preventive measure to mitigate the risk of unitholder’s accounts being misused for money laundering activities.

The above transaction limit does not apply to the following transactions and subject to the existing procedures

1. Investment via cheque/bankers cheque.
2. Investment via bank transfer.
3. Investment via switching among unitholder’s other unit trust accounts.
4. Investment via transfer from other unitholder’s unit trust accounts.
5. Investment via transfer from other unitholder’s unit trust accounts who has deceased.
6. Investment via transfer from other unitholder’s account who is in “coma” or of similar disability.

ASNB values your loyalty and would like to express our sincere thanks and appreciation for choosing ASNB unit trust funds as your preferred investment instrument.